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                           Linda Rognø runs Hestegarden in Sande in Sunnfjord

In Sande in  Sunnfjord,  Linda Rognø has created Hestegarden -  a place
where  people  with  different  challenges  in  life  can  meet  horses  in  safe
surroundings.

This is the second part in the series «The horse as a therapist»

On a farm in the small village of Sande in Sunnfjord is where Linda Rognø is situated. Here
she has created her own workplace, where she offers horse-assisted activities to people with
different challenges.

 Linda is, among other things, an educated bioengineer, but through her job at the Bergen
Clinics Foundation, she got to work with people with substance abuse problems and mental
illness.  In  addition,  she  worked  with  therapy  riding  in  teams  with  a  physiotherapist  for
Hordaland  County  Municipality.  In  several  cases,  she  saw how good the  effect  of  being
around horses had on the users and saw the need for offers with horses where the focus was
on the resources of the users, not just problems.



 Linda has taken many courses through the association Horse and Health on the use of the
horse  in  psychiatry  and  social  health  work,  as  well  as  the  education  Animal-assisted
interventions and the extension Horse-assisted interventions at NMBU.

 Ten years ago, Linda bought the farm where she now lives and works, and the dream of
being able to work with the interaction between horse and human on a full-time basis was
fulfilled through the company Hestegarden. 

Operation at Hestegarden

 

Hestegarden  is  an  Inn  på  tunet-Farm.  Inn  på  tunet  is  an  activity  where  a  collection  of
companies in Norway run adapted and quality-assured welfare services on farms. In order to
be approved as Inn på tunet-farm, one must meet a number of criteria that ensure that the
services one offers are provided in a safe way. The goal of Inn på tunet is to make a positive
contribution to a positive health, development, and well-being for users.

 As an Inn på tunet-farm, the activities at Hestegarden are characterized by the daily routines
on the farm, adapted for the users who come there. The different users have different offers,
and the days are set up accordingly.



 At Hestegarden, they have users with different challenges. The clients are the agencies in
various  municipalities,  such  as  the  health  and  social  services,  child  welfare,  psychiatric
services, children’s care, the school sector, or NAV. (The norwegian social security institute.)

 The users are of all ages, and they all have different challenges and starting points. Common
to all is that even though they have challenges in their lives, they need to be seen as a whole
person  with  the  same  needs  as  everyone  else.  A  meaningful  everyday  life  with  mastery
experiences, social gatherings and someone who needs you, is important. 

"The horse has an incredible ability to create contact and bring out the best in us. “The stable
as a championship arena is unique” says Linda.

 In addition to Linda, there is a farrier, a special educator, and a social worker at Hestegarden.
One day a week, a physiotherapist comes to the farm and offers riding physiotherapy. The
activities take place in small groups, and they mostly work one on one - and with the horse, of
course.

The different users at Hestegarden have different offers, and the days are set up accordingly. 

 



The horse's effect on humans

 Linda has several different animals on the farm, such as ducks, goats, and rabbits, and they
all have their value and use. She is still clear that the horse is incredibly special in this work.
"The horse is a sensitive and social herd animal that creates friendship, and has the ability to
connect with others, including humans," she says. "The desire to be the horse's friend and
master the work around it motivates the user to work with what is difficult.

 When you come to the stable and meet a horse, you do not have to think about its status,
appearance,  or  history.  The  horse  does  not  care  about  such  things  -  it  still  meets  easily
confidently and with an open mind. 

“The horse can teach us a lot both about our own feelings, about communication and how we
should be around each other," says Linda.

 "It perceives our feelings and emotions and gives honest and immediate feedback." 

Must exist in the blink of an eye

For many with mental challenges, it can be difficult to be present here and now. It is easy to
either dread things that are going to happen or be afraid of things one has experienced before.
But the horse, it lived only in the blink of an eye, with no thought for either the past or the
future. "In order to be safe in the company of the horse and to be able to communicate with it,
man must also exist in the blink of an eye," says Linda. "One must be calm and attentive, and
observant in one's own body language." 

In the work with the users, the horse plays an important and active role. 

"Every horse is  an independent individual with his own personality, and the nature of the
horse must be respected, so that he feels comfortable with the task he is given," says Linda.
«Man, also has a strong need for social interaction, and this can play a role in the strong bond
man can feel for animals, and cover parts of the need for friendship and social support. The
relationships with the activity leader and the working community on the farm are of course
also important. " 



" Together with the horse, the user must be calm and attentive, and observant in
his own body language.”

 The fjord horse is well suited

Although most horses can have a positive impact on different users, it is important to select
the  right  individuals  for  such  work.  The  horses  that  take  part  in  the  yard  or  in  riding
physiotherapy must be calm and trusting, and they must accept different people without being
stressed. "The horse is an employee, not a tool that that we use" says Linda "We must pay
attention to  the horse's  nature  and instinct  and respect  the  needs  and  personality  of  each
individual horse. It is important for the user to learn to respect and take care of themselves
and others.

 " After working with this for many years, Linda has come up with a breed that fits very well
with the work - the fjord horse. "The fjord horse is generally friendly, social and tolerates
different uses and different types of people," she says.

 At Hestegarden they currently have four beautiful  fjord horses. Three of them have been
active  competition  horses  that  have  both  participated  and  picked  prizes  at  the  National
Championships.  The  horses  are  Myrimann  Nordgard,  Tyssblakka,  Nesviks  Liana  and
Højgaard's Iwana.



Myrimann Nordgard is one of four fjord horses on Hestegarden.

 

 In addition to the fjord horses, Linda has a small herd of American miniature horses. "They
have many of the same characteristics as the fjord horse,  but  have a completely different
size," says Linda. Although they cannot be ridden on, the size also has some advantages.
"Absolutely everyone can handle these alone, and that means a lot for a feeling of mastery. I
can also bring participants into the herd without being worried about unfortunate events that
can occur with larger horses. 



" Linda has a small herd of American miniature horses on the farm. Here we see her
two stallions.”

Wants more people to get an offer.

 Activities with horses at Inn på tunet-farms have changed the lives of several users and their
relatives, but according to Linda it is almost impossible to get funds for this type of activity
and treatment. "Society spends large sums on hospitalizations, talk therapy, medication and
other follow-up, but there are rarely funds to be with the horse for a couple of hours a week -
even though we see that it has an enormous effect on many," she says. 

Linda and other Inn på tunet providers want the public sector to be aware of the resources
available in many of the existing Inn på tunet offers. She believes that if more people were
offered activities with horses as part of health-promoting work, this would have enormous
socio-economic consequences.  "The work and activities with horses on the farm can have
ripple  effects  far  beyond the  time here.  Activities with  horses  can  provide motivation to
persevere and complete schooling or be a low-threshold path too or back to working life,
"says Linda. In addition, it will also be possible to avoid or shorten the length of sick leave
and social security benefits, inn her opinion.

 



Better quality of life

 Activities with horses can improve the quality of life for both the user and the relatives.
Many also report  less need for other  treatment,  such as medication for restlessness,  sleep
problems and anxiety, as well as admissions to mental health care.

 Some of the benefits of an offer that Linda has at Hestegarden can be reaped by the user at
once - such as joy, well-being, and mastery. Others may take longer to reach, because it takes
time for people to change behaviour and thought patterns. "Our task is to facilitate activity,
use our knowledge and let the user get exactly the time he or she needs," Linda concludes.


